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‘Shortly after his appointment as lecturer in Stellenbosch, historian PJ van der Merwe turned his
attention to the Northwest. In those days the region was mostly unknown to people outside this
part of the world. Like today, there was uncertainty then about the boundaries of this region and
its sub-regions … Berigte uit die Dorsland, compiled by Van der Merwe’s daughter, Margaretha
Schäfer, contains more than 200 of his magazine and newspaper articles. The articles, based on
interviews and observations, offer a wealth of important information that he gathered during two
extensive visits to the Northwest and surrounding regions … He realised, long before most
historians, that a personal interview with someone, who has had a particular experience, was an
important historical source. But, it was essential to test the evidence and verify it with that of
other people. The articles in Die Burger, Die Huisgenoot, Die Landbouweekblad and Sarie
Marais are accompanied by excellent photographs taken by Van der Merwe.’HERMANN
GILIOMEE

More than a century after their deaths, Richard and Isabel Burton are legend. Sir Richard Burton
was a prolific writer, an insatiable explorer, a linguist, and a translator who pursued controversy
and risk as surely as adventure. In 1853, disguised as an Afghani doctor, he became one of the
first Europeans to enter the Islamic holy cities of Mecca and Medina. He later led an expedition
to discover the source of the Nile--whether he got there first was later protractedly disputed. He
spoke dozens of languages and translated the erotic works The Arabian Nights, The Kama
Sutra, and The Perfumed Garden into English, making him fall afoul of the National Vigilance
Society and the Society for the Suppression of Vice. Isabel, for her part, defied her upper-crust
family to marry Richard and lead the "wild, roving, vagabond life" she had dreamed of as a
stifled young lady. She was her husband's collaborator, editor, and most vehement advocate.
She defended his oft-besmirched reputation, promoted his writing, successfully campaigned to
make him knighted--even arranged a dinner with the queen. After Richard's death, Isabel came
under fire for burning his papers, including the Kama Sutra translation. This double biography by
Mary S. Lovell (biographer, too, of Amelia Earhart, Beryl Markham, and Jane Digby) attempts to
dispel many of the myths that have grown up around the pair of famous Victorians. She defends
Isabel's burning her husband's papers as an act designed to protect his reputation and privacy.
Lovell points out that even after their being burned, more of Richard's papers remained than
were left by many of his contemporaries. And she cites them as primary source material for the
book. Lovell also strenuously contradicts the long-held belief that Richard was gay--his interest
in and writings about male sexuality, she believes, were borne purely of anthropological
research. The Burtons, she assures readers, had an ideal marriage in every way, but she offers
little supporting material to prove her claim. Lovell's views seem sometimes to be colored by her



adoration for her subjects. But the obvious breadth of her research and her narrative skill make
Rage to Live one of the more distinguished biographies of late. --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.Review"A Rage to Live"" captivates by the sheer daring and bold color inherent in the
Burtons' lives and by the story of how partners originating in different universes--his gypsylike
and unconventional, hers stable and tradition-bound--formed a binary star among late 19th-
century British intelligentsia. -- Providence Sunday Journal, Nan Sumner-Mack, 20 December
1998...an extraordinary biography.... Lovell does have superb narrative gifts... -- The New York
Times Book Review, James R. KincaidMary S. Lovell has distinguished herself as one of
contemporary biography's preeminent practitioners...."A Rage to Live" extends her mastery to
the tricky field of dual biography, depicting the classic Victorian love story of Richard Burton and
his wife, Isabel, with appropriate attention to both forceful parties....[T]he model of a well-made
biography: informative, engaged, redolent throughout with the author's respect and critical
affection for two often misunderstood people. -- Newsday, Wendy Smith, 20 December
1998Meticulously researched, it overwhelms the other accounts and it has a fuller treatment of
his wife Isabel than anything attempted in earlier books....[Burton] has found his most serious
and meticulous and honest biographer in Mary S. Lovell. -- New Republic feature article/review,
Fouad Ajami, 18 January 1999The book, big and well-researched, is fascinating in its account
not only of Burton's derring-do by of his wife's. Lovell has made a specialty of writing biographies
of intrepid women, and she find an ideal subject in Isabel. -- Boston Sunday Globe, Katherine A.
Powers, 20 December 1998[F]irst and foremost among the virtues of "A Rage to Live" is its
portrait of a complex, 39-year love affair between two remarkable Victoria. Up to now, most
Burton fans merely tolerated Isabel; with this book, they can fully appreciate her. -- Minneapolis
Star Tribune, Stephen J. Bodio, 6 December 1998 --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.About the AuthorMary S. Lovell's best-selling biographies include Straight on Till Morning
(Beryl Markham) and The Sisters (the Mitford family). She lives in England. --This text refers to
the hardcover edition.From Publishers WeeklyCelebrated and excoriated during his lifetime, Sir
Richard Francis Burton (1821-1890) was among the most eminent of Victorians. Soldier, spy,
diplomat, linguist, scholar and translator of erotic fiction, he lived several lives at once. Lovell
(Straight on Till Morning) chronicles his varied life and adds that of his wife, Isabel Arundell
(1831-1891), a member of a prominent English Catholic family. By the time Burton married
Arundell in 1861, he was famous for traveling alone and in disguise to Mecca (forbidden to non-
Muslims) and for his even more spectacular expeditions in East Africa. Though welcome in high
society, the Burtons seemed happier abroad, traveling as far afield as Brazil, Syria and Iceland.
In the 1880s, Burton pursued an almost obsessive interest in Eastern erotica, translating 1001
Nights, the Kama Sutra and The Scented Garden, and thereby earning the censure of
respectable countrymen. Lovell contradicts the assumption that Burton was homosexual and his
relationship with his wife sexless; and demonstrates how the marriage was marked throughout
by an equality rare in Victorian times. A judicious, self-effacing biographer, Lovell generally
resists the temptation to intrude into the narrative, but she sometimes speculates where primary



material is absent. She is best at recounting the Burtons' lives as history but weaker at
explicating characterAperhaps unavoidable given her subjects' guardedness. For all his restless
accomplishment, Burton seems, judging from the evidence here, to have had a void at his
center, an inability to connect to others. In this book, the Burtons remain curiously remote, never
quite fulfilling the promise of the title. Photos not seen by PW.Copyright 1998 Reed Business
Information, Inc. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From The Washington Post[Lovell's]
mastery of so much new research makes this the best book about the Burtons yet. --This text
refers to the hardcover edition.From BooklistDaunted by neither the jungles of Africa nor the
sands of Syria, Richard Burton found his match in the strong-willed Isabel Arundell, who defied
her privileged family to marry this penniless pagan. The full story of this fiery pair is told here for
the first time. Lovell's singular accomplishment lies not only in bringing Isabel out of Richard's
shadow but also in giving readers a complete and accurate portrait of the man she loved as a
fellow rebel. We see how this iconoclast contrived to penetrate the shrines of Mecca by
subterfuge and to interview the prophet of Mormonism through sheer boldness. We see how
close his courage brought him to discovering the headwaters of the Nile, and how bitter his
disappointment was in being cheated out of his moment of glory. In numerous previously
unavailable letters and diaries, Lovell traces the origins of the free-thinking attitudes behind his
frank translations of Asian erotica--though she finds no trace of Richard's supposed
homosexuality. The fresh source material also sheds light on why Isabel, harried by greedy
publishers, burned many of her husband's translations after his death. No writer since Fawn
Brodie has probed the Burton mystique more deeply. Bryce Christensen --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.From Library JournalLovell, who wrote Straight On Till Morning (LJ 9/15/87),
the best-selling biography of Beryl Markham, now tackles the dual biography of Victorian
explorer/author Richard Burton and his equally adventurous wife, Isabel, using research
materials not previously available. Richard is best known for his early explorations of Africa and
for entering Mecca disguised as a native, as well as for his translations of the Kama Sutra and
other erotic writings. After their marriage, Isabel traveled with him whenever possible, at times
posing in Arab dress as his son. She was able to compile information for him on the lives of
women and acted as his editor, agent, coauthor, advocate, and secretary while also publishing
in her own name. Both Burtons, but Richard especially, could be insensitive or arrogant to those
in a position to help them, and Lovell paints them in all their glory but with blemishes intact. A
fascinating book that is sure to spur interest in earlier works and the Burtons's writings. (Index
and photos not seen.)AJulie Still, Rutgers Univ., Camden, NJCopyright 1998 Reed Business
Information, Inc. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From Kirkus ReviewsA refreshing
historical narrative, from Beryl Markham biographer Lovell. Sergeant Joe Friday would have
approved of Lovell's investigative technique: just the biographical facts, ma'am. She takes the
linear route, starting at the beginning and ending at the end, which is not to say the book is
without filigree or incapable of veering off into various interesting byways. Material that has been
handled in any number of biographies of Richard Burton is presented here with a storyteller's



grace. One reads of his vagabond youth, when he was a hellion and snubber of authority; his
sensual and intellectual hunger, his ability to sop up knowledge and languages like a sponge;
the African and Arabian exploits, the sunstroke, dysentery, malaria, syphilis, agues, lameness,
and blindness. And there are the controversies, with his colleague John Speke, with the prim
hypocrites of Victorian England, with everybody at the British Foreign Office. Lovell does an
equally thorough job with Isabel: the tony youth, the London season and the circuit of balls,
through the years working and traveling with Richard. What Lovell offers that is new is acute
observations (mostly the result of finding untapped caches of primary documents) regarding the
nature of Richard and Isabel's relationship (it appears, contrary to accepted folklore, to have
been amorous and loving), and Richard's sexuality and pursuit of erotica (Lovell ventures
opinions only when supported by historical evidence - - I confess to a sinking feeling when I see
phrases such as `he was tortured by sexual guilt' in any biography''). She also has some
sensible things to say about Isabel's purported torching of Richard's manuscripts - including
both copies of the erotic The Scented Garden - after his death. It is a pleasure to read someone
who takes such obvious joy in her art: the broad biographical canvases, the tableaux vivants, the
little mysteries that delight and vex her. The Burtons inhabit these pages, not as ghosts, but as
presences. (photos, not seen) -- Copyright ©1998, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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der Merwe: Trail-blazing historian of the Afrikaners’ pioneering way of lifeHERMANN
GILIOMEETHE first works in South Africa’s scientific historiography were published in the
1920s. Among historians who distinguished themselves in the following half century, a few
especially excel. One was WM MacMillan, who emphasised extensive poverty among both
whites and blacks in die country, while investors in gold companiesand diamond giant De Beers
flourished. A second one was CW de Kiewiet, who highlighted the increasing interdependency
of white, black and brown people. The third historian was Leonard Thompson for his study of
Unification and his later works that placed South Africa’s history within an African
perspective.The fourth historian to belong to this select group is PJ van der Merwe, who
published four outstanding monographs on the trekboers and Voortrekkers. One of the works,
Die Trekboer in die Geskiedenis van die Kaapkolonie, 1657-1842 (1938), was considered as
such an important work that an American university press published it fifty years later in an
English translation (The Migrant Farmer in the History of the Cape Colony, 1657-1842).Van der
Merwe was born in 1912 in the western part of Griqualand West, where his father was principal
of a farm school and farmed with sheep, cattle and horses. His mother was also a teacher there.
He received his secondary education in Griquatown’s high school, where he soon made his
mark as a particularly bright, thorough and hardworking pupil.Van der Merwe enrolled as a first-
year student at Stellenbosch University in 1929. He earned a BA degree in history and Afrikaans-
Nederlands as major subjects cum laude in 1931. In 1933 he was awarded an MA degree, also
cum laude, with a dissertation on the trekboer during the Dutch East India Company’s rule.In
1937 Van der Merwe received a doctorate at the University of Leyden under acclaimed historian
Johan Huizinga. His thesis was published in the Netherlands asHis thesis was published in the
Netherlands as 1842 (The Northward Movement of the Farmers before the Great Trek,
1770-1842) (WP van Stockum). After his return to South Africa, Nasionale Pers published his
second book, to South Africa, Nasionale Pers published his second book, 1842 (1938) (The
Migrant Farmer in the History of the Cape Colony, 1657-1842).At the age of 33, Van der Merwe
was already the author of three publications of outstanding quality. Stellenbosch University
appointed him as lecturer in history in 1939. It was generally expected that a professorship was
imminent.Nevertheless, Van der Merwe’s applications for the position of professor at the



universities of the Free State, the Witwatersrand and Pretoria would fail. Today one can only
speculate on the reason for this. The war years’ poisonous white politics and South African
universities’ preference for inbreeding at the time were probably behind it. Van der Merwe
became professor at Stellenbosch University at the age of 43 in 1955.I enrolled as a first year to
study history at Stellenbosch in 1956. I was not impressed by his undergraduate and Honours
lectures. However, he was an excellent examiner of treatises and evaluator of manuscripts for
the Archives Yearbook for South African History. He would have been an outstanding research
professor, but such a position did not exist in those days.As historian, Van der Merwe’s modus
operandi was to make an exhaustive search of, and with great attention analyse and
understand, primary sources stored in the archives and other repositories. Personal interviews
with people, or the descendants of people who participated in a specific historical development,
augmented this process.Van der Merwe was not interested in abstract speculations about
historical processes. He set out to determine the facts of a particular historical development and
draw well-considered conclusions. He always emphasised the complexity of history. He
mentions trekboers who are driven by “trek fever” to migrate ever deeper into the interior, but he
also analyses material reasons for the trek movement. In the eighteenth and nineteenth century,
an unacceptable destiny awaited farmers’ sons in the South-Western Cape if they were inclined
to cluster with their brothers on the family farm. By trekking they escaped the danger of being
forced to become paid labourers on other farms or compete with artisan slaves in Cape Town.
By 1700 there was no more cheap land to the west of the first mountain ranges.To trek was an
important safety valve, but it was not a form of political escapism. Trekboers would repeatedly
ask the government to expand the Colony’s borders so that their farms could be incorporated
into the Colony. The trekboers’ way of existence continued in certain parts of the country until the
middle of the twentieth century.The Great Trek was a completely different phenomenon. It was a
political act undertaken by people who by the 1930s were no longer willing to remain under
British rule and were especially resentful of the British government’s inability to protect their
lives, homes and livestock herds against Xhosa raids. According to author Olive Schreiner, who
worked as a teacher in the border districts, they could no longer tolerate British officials treating
them as an inferior race.In his Die Trekboer in die Geskiedenis van die Kaapkolonie, 1657-1842
Van der Merwe dealt with the first contacts between farmers and Xhosas on the Eastern Border
in the 1780s and 1790s. Unlike many other historians, he didn’t blame the first wars on Xhosa
livestock theft. Competition for grazing in a region lacking any generally acknowledged authority
caused the armed clashes.By the 1960s, Van der Merwe began work on the Voortrekkers who
settled on the Highveld in the 1840s and 1850s and later trekked nearly as far as the Limpopo
River. He refused to apply any self-censorship on the dark side of the Great Trek. He once told
me that while researching the Voortrekkers and Matabeles he discovered something
abominable, but was unwilling to expand on it.iHe retired in 1977 and died soon after. Shortly
before his death, he told me that the manuscript was virtually completed, but still needed
revision. After his death the National Archives Commission decided to have the manuscript,



entitled Die Matebeles en die Voortrekkers (The Matabeles and the Voortrekkers), published in
the Archives Yearbook for South African History (1986). Like all his other works, it is superbly
researched and grippingly written.What immediately attracts one’s attention is his extensive
description of a gruesome massacre on the inhabitants of a black village perpretated by a
Voortrekker commando under Hendrik Potgieter. I wondered if it was this incident that until his
death deterred him to go ahead with publication. The real reason was probably his deteriorating
health in the last years of his life. Perhaps something of the amazing academic self-confidence
of his late twenties and early thirties was lost. His previous full-fledged book, namely Trek,
appeared as long ago as 1944.In 1958, renowned Australian historian WK Hancock, who later
also wrote a biography of Jan Smuts, published an absorbing review of Van der Merwe’s work in
the leading magazine, The Economic History Review. Here he compares Van der Merwe with
Frederick Jackson Turner, one of the most influential American historians.According to Turner,
American democracy was not born in the cities or among well-off classes. It was among
American pioneers on the fast-shifting frontier that some fundamental American values
developed, like strong individualism, insistence on the basic equality of all white people,
aversion to state interference in their way of existence, and a low esteem of culture. This was
also the view of the trek pioneers Van der Merwe described. Sometimes he could barely hide his
irritation that the Voortrekkers, at the trekboers’ expense, received practically all the focus of
attention in analyses of the Afrikaners’ politics and spiritual development.Van der Merwe’s works
also impressed a next generation of historians. When the English translation of Die Trekboer in
die Geskiedenis van die Kaapkolonie appeared as The Migrant Farmer in the History of the
Cape Colony in 1995, Robert Shell, author of the authoritative work on slavery at the Cape,
called it “a forgotten master-piece of Afrikaner history”. Leonard Guelke, who is highly regarded
for his work on the free burghers at the Cape and became professor at Waterloo University,
stated that the work still offered meaningful insights into the trekboers’ distribution. He wrote that
Van der Merwe was “a first-rate historian who used original sources with care and
intelligence”.WHEN Piet van der Merwe entered the academic world in 1939, there was a huge
shortage of academic magazines in South Africa in practically all disciplines, including history.
The first edition of the magazine Historia was published in Pretoria only in 1956. Stellenbosch
academics had the benefit of Nasionale Pers’s head office in Cape Town. Apart from Die Burger,
Nasionale Pers also published Die Huigenoot, Die Jongspan, Die Landbouweekblad and Sarie
Marais. With a small permanent staff, the publications were mainly dependent on academics’
contributions. Remuneration was never generous, but still provided an extra income. NP van
Wyk Louw, in those days a lecturer in Education at Cape Town University, anonomously wrote
reports and commentary on the first appearance of Die Jongspan in 1936.Shortly after his
appointment as lecturer in Stellenbosch, historian Van der Merwe started turning his attention to
the Northwest. In those days the region was mostly unknown to people outside this part of the
world. Like today, there was uncertainty then about the boundaries of this region and its sub-
regions. In 1940, journalist Johann Buhr, who grew up on a farm near Nieuwoudtville, defined



the sub-regions like this: “The first is Namaqualand, that lies around the towns Nuwerus, Garies,
Kamieskroon, Springbok, the small copper towns and Port Nolloth; the second is the Bokveld,
with Nieuwoudtville still the only town in this region; and the third is Bushmanland, that includes
the towns Loeriesfontein, Brandvlei, Kenhardt and Pofadder.”1)The book, Berigte uit die
Dorsland, (2018) (Reports from the Dorsland, 2020), compiled by Van der Merwe’s daughter,
Margaretha Schäfer, contains more than 200 of his magazine and newspaper articles. The
articles, based on interviews and observations, offer a wealth of important information that he
gathered during two extensive visits to the Northwest and surrounding regions.He realised, long
before most historians, that a personal interview with someone, who has had a particular
experience, was an important historical source. However, it was essential to test the evidence
and verify it with that of other people. The articles in Die Burger, Die Huisgenoot, Die
Landbouweekblad and Sarie Marais are accompanied by excellent photographs taken by Van
der Merwe.The first visit to the Northwest was probably during the long university holiday of
1940-41. His first article on this visit appeared in Die Huisgenoot of 16 May 1941. He writes here
that in the past he “didn’t know in the least what today’s Bushmanland looks like or where it is”.
He adds: “Our knowledge about Namaqualand is not much better.”Van der Merwe’s books,
published in 1937 and 1938, were about the way the Dutch East India Company’s original plan
to start a small and compact settlement at the Cape, based on agriculture and livestock barter
with the indigenous people, was accomplished only in the first four to five decades. The
refreshment station was transformed into a sizeable colony that by 1795 encompassed a region
as large as today’s Zimbabwe. The main agents of the expansion were firstly the livestock
farmers and later, to a much larger extent, the trekboers.During his visit of 1940-41, Van der
Merwe would be surprised to find that there were established farmers who still moved their
livestock from winter grazing to a region further away that provided summer grazing. Others
persevered with the way of life of the previous two centuries’ trekboers. They did not own their
land, but trekked about to places with the best grazing. They would now and again lease land
and pitch a tent. Not only poor people trekked in this way, but sometimes also those with a herd
of a thousand or more sheep. They were often urged on by wat Van der Merwe in his books calls
“trek fever”.For Van der Merwe his visit and encounter with these people was, in his own words,
“a great adventure”. He recommends to his readers: “Just get in your car and drive in among the
Northwest’s farmers ... You’ll come across intimate and never-recorded aspects of our people’s
lives and pioneer history, and there you’ll meet the last remnants of a pioneer population. They
will gladly tell you about their past history, as they don’t want the memories of bygone times to
be irrevocably lost”.iiVan der Merwe writes about the farmers’ battle against two great tyrants,
“Thirst and Loneliness”, that “for centuries have had the upper hand”. But he also writes about
adjustment and renewal. He puts it like this: “Homes start improving and road transport services
break the isolation.”Nasionale Pers published this and other articles about his visit in a popular
book entitled Pioniers van die Dorsland (1941) (Pioneers of the Dorsland [SUNMeDIA,
2017]).The largest part of the collection of Reports from the Dorsland offered in this book,



contains articles about journeys Van der Merwe undertook in the Cape Province’s northern
districts between 1946 and 1953. In these articles the emphasis is on the farmers’ adjustment to
the demands of modernisation in an economy greatly stimulated by World War 2.The articles
rightly praise previous Afrikaner generation’s initiative and perseverance. The first article
included in the book is about Kakamas as the prototype of a successful irrigation venture.
Initially it was the Dutch Reformed Church’s response to the poor-white problem. When Van der
Merwe paid it a visit, Kakamas was celebrating its fiftieth anniversary. He writes about hard-
working people who with “willpower, perspiration and ingenuity . . . conquer all the enormous
obstacles and transform a desert into a paradise”. The next article deals with the rapid rise of the
Karakul industry, which radically changed traditional sheep farming.The article after that tells
about Dirk Visser, who on the farm Heksrivier near Citrusdal broke away from gravity irrigating
and now “makes rain” for his large orange groves with sprinkler irrigation. Other farmers were
fast following this example. Van der Merwe writes about Dr PF Nortier of Clanwilliam and Elias
Buhr of the Nieuwoudtville district who experiment with rooibos tea. He also writes about Elias
Buhr’s father, Hermann, who on the farm Grasberg, near Nieuwoudtville, grows Dutch tulips that
he markets in Cape Town.Van der Merwe has an exceptional eye for unique characters. He
interviews Karel Daries, aged 98, who fought in the First Koranna War (1868-69) and during his
life lived under five governments: the Koranna, the Basters, British Bechuanaland, the Cape
Colony and the Union Government.This foreword can mention only a few of Van der Merwe’s
reports that compellingly relate how people adapted to extremely taxing circumstances and
succeeded to survive and prosper.Van der Merwe is generally known as one of the best stylists
in South African historiography. This book establishes Van der Merwe’s reputation as masterful
observer and true formulator of what he experienced and observed. This is advanced journalism
at its best.TOGETHER with Berigte uit die Dorsland (Reports from the Dorsland), Margaretha
Schäfer also compiled the book, Meer oor PJ van der Merwe (which she is busy translating into
English as More about PJ van der Merwe). They, as it were, constitute a diptych. Very interesting
concerning the last-mentioned book are, among others, newspaper reports on PJ van der
Merwe’s public appearances in 1940 while World War 2 was raging. He was not quite 30 then
and had just returned from the Netherlands where he completed his doctoral studies.South
Africa’s entry into the war on 4 September 1939, was highly contentious. In a parliamentary
election the United Party (UP) faction under General Jan Smuts’s leadership, with a majority of
thirteen, voted in favour of South Africa’s participation on Britain’s side against Germany. The
Governor-General rejected General JBM Hertzog’s request for a general election and asked
Gen Smuts to form a government. Hertzog subsequently resigned.This decision was a
watershed in white politics. It destroyed white society’s considerable consensus about matters of
race and colour. Without the political polarisation caused by the war, it is unlikely that Malan’s NP
would have come to power in 1948 with a much more radical race policy than the UP’s.In her life
story, historian Phyllis Lewsen quotes the words of JS Marais, respected liberal historian of
Afrikaner descent: “No country should go to war except with multiparty support. In any case,



Smuts’s victory in that September 4 vote was a fluke. He would never have won an election. The
great majority of Afrikaners, and I include myself – though, as you know, I am a liberal and hated
the Nazis and the Nationalists – supported Hertzog’s neutrality policy.”2)Foremost author in
Afrikaner ranks NP van Wyk Louw reflected the radicalisation that the war brought about among
nationalists. He referred to it in Die Burger early in September 1939, just after the war decision,
as “a great defeat” for the people trying to bring about white unity and resolved to attempt to
establish “an uncompromising spiritual Afrikaner character”. Two years later he writes that “the
most shameful thing on earth is: to fight for those who defeated your people” and to stand at
attention “for the anthem that foreigners foisted on you by force of arms”.Van der Merwe also
expressed himself strongly in speeches he gave at the Dingaan’s Day celebrations in 1940. On
December 16, he said at the celebration in Clanwilliam that the idea that the United Party would
join the two parties politically was “a great mistake”. It was impossible for Afrikaners to realise
their pursuit of liberty in the British Commonwealth. He continued: “It was proved very clearly [in
the vote] on September 4. If we had not had a governorgeneral on September 4, we would have
got a general election and not a war.”Just after that he also addressed the Dingaan’s Day
celebration at Groote Schuur and expressed strong support for the ideal of “a free and
independent South Africa seceded from the British Empire”. He identified strongly with the
preservation of Afrikaans as official language and for single-medium Afrikaans schools.The
volume More about PJ van der Merwe includes various reviews that Van der Merwe wrote about
leading historians’ work. He criticises CW de Kiewiet’s work, The Imperial Factor in South Africa,
on the grounds that it blames all conflict in South Afrika on “colonists’ unlawful invasion of the
Natives’ land”. He rightly points out the basic problem of ID MacCrone’s work, Race Attitudes in
South Africa, which argues that the seventeenth-century Colony was relatively free of race
discrimination on the grounds of colour, and neglects to discuss factors that gave rise to racial
discrimination and friction in later centuries.The book also includes evaluations by other
historians of his work and of lecturers in the History Department at Stellenbosch University, of
which he effectively was the head from 1955 to 1977, although Professor DJ Kotzé sometimes
stood in as departmental chairman. An essay by FA van Jaarsveld, in which he analyses Van der
Merwe’s work, is one of this historian’s most outstanding contributions. However, the article,
“Trek”, by Australian historianiiiWK Hancock, published in the magazine, The Economic History
Review, succeeds better than any other attempts to describe and analyse Van der Merwe’s
unique contribution to South African historiography.Stellenbosch April 20171) Hermann
Giliomee (compiler), Buhr van die Bokveld (Cape Town: Africana Publishers, 2015), p 23. 2)
Phyllis Lewsen, Reverberations – A Memoir (Cape Town: UCT Press, 1996). p 110.Piet van der
Merwe as a young student at Stellenbosch University.ivReport by PJ van der Merwe DIE
BURGER, January 1946Expensive fencing replaces herdersFarmers close their eyes and
fenceFARMERS of the Hay district are still putting up jackal-proof fencing, despite the rising
costs of labour and material.Thus, the district’s south-eastern part is nearly completely jackal
proof.One of the most important reasons why farmers are prepared to incur the nearly crippling



costs is because these days it’s very difficult to find reliable herders to look after the valuable
flocks of sheep.Old-fashioned herders, who loved their work, are disappearing and young
workers no longer want to look after stock.Today it costs more than four times as much as before
GRIQUATOWN the war to enclose camps or farms with jackal-proof fencing. A roll of wire netting
that cost 11s 6d in Griquatown before the war, now costs 50s in the Bay.Steel wire,that before
the war was 18s 6d per roll, now costs £5 5s. Things aren’t much better with regard to iron posts
and barbed wire, and labour costs have more than doubled.The greater part of the district has
not yet been proclaimed. So, most farmers carry all the fencing costs, hoping that the district will
eventually be proclaimed.Then neighbours who did not help will be forced to carry half the costs
of those who took the trouble to fence their farms. – (Own Correspondent.)In places the north
canal had to be excavated and quarried up to 20 feet deep in the rock.Boers’ ingenuityJapie
Lutz, as he looked when he took the lead in thework at Kakamas.triumphsHOW
PERSPIRATION AND FAITH BUILT KAKAMASWE ARE JUSTIFIABLY proud of certain events in
our pioneer history, one of which is the development of Kakamas. It contains all the elements of
a success story: humble beginnings, hard work, perseverance in the struggle against problems –
and the ultimate victory.Kakamas has for many years been regarded as the prototype of a
successful irrigation scheme. The irrigation works at Vaalharts – to mention an example of the
most recent times – also achieved great success.Kakamas, which recently celebrated its
fiftiethanniversary, has long been regarded as an excellent example of a successful
irrigationscheme. It remains a remarkable achievement, not only because it is pioneer work,
butbecause hard-working people’s willpower,perspiration andingenuity – withoutenough
money,engineers and modern machinery – conquered nature’s dauntingobstacles
andtransformed a desert into a paradise.But in this case one has to do with streamlined pioneer
work. Kakamas’s Voortrekkers did not find conditions ready and shipshape. They had to start
from scratch.In our history, Kakamas will remain the classic example of a rescue operation.In a
time when state aid to farmers was still out of the question, the Dutch Reformed Church took pity
on the Northwest’s farmers, ruined by drought and rinderpest, with practical steps to solve the
poor-white question.This succeeded because it was based on the principle of self-help, without
undermining people’s selfrespect.The father of Kakamas, the man who came up with the plan,
was Dominee BPJ Marchand. He was born in 1858, trained in Cape Town and Edinburgh, and
predikant of the Dutch Reformed Church since 1882– first in Mossel Bay, then in Knysna and
finally in Rondebosch.He was church chargé d’affaires from 1905 until his death in 1917.As a
young predikant, Dominee Marchand took to heart the fate of poor people without a future.He
eventually hit upon the idea to try and rehabilitate them by means of labour colonies.He found
inspiration for this in Bielefeld, Germany, where Pastor Fredrick von Bodelschwingh ran a
successful labour colony for epileptics.Dominee Marchand argued in support of his plan before
the synod and won them over (1894).The result was that the synodABOVE: The Rev Christiaan
Schröder choseKakamas as the site for a labour colony.BELOW LEFT: Labourers work on one
of the north canal’s two tunnels.appointed a commission, of which he became chairman, to deal



with the matter and negotiate with the government about land.THE REVERENT CHRISTIAAN
SCHRÖDER was responsible for choosing Kakamas as the site where the labour colony would
be founded. He was the son of a German missionary farmer of the Rhenish Society, who later
became catechist and head of the missionary station inPella (1849–’68), where Bushmen
murdered one of his sons.The Rev Schröder was a missionary of our church (Dutch Reformed
Church) in Korannaland (Olievenhoutdrift, now Upington) from 1871– ’78.He had to flee with the
outbreak of the second Koranna War.He returned to Upington a few years after the war as a
missionary among the Basters, to whom the territory had meanwhile been given as reward for
military service.Here the Rev Schröder, together with his Basters, did trail-blazing work by taking
a water canal out of the river and establishing irrigation works.He surveyed the canal himself and
marked it out with a spirit-level and straight-edge on two legs.This feat drew attention to the Rev
Schröder. So, Dominee Marchand wrote to him and asked if he knew of a site next to the river
suitable for a labour colony.The Rev Schröder and his old friend, Mr JH Scott, a magistrate from
Kenhardt, then selected KakaAfter the water started flowing in the north canal.mas, which in fact
was a prudent decision.There was enough irrigable land and it was possible to take out a canal
at relatively minor cost. In 1896, Dominee Marchand discussed the church’s plans with Sir
Gordon Sprigg.He was very sympathetic. The farms Kakamas and Soetap (with the right to
make a water canal across the farm Neus) were ceded to the church at no cost.Later
Hartbeesriviermond and several other islands were also given to the church.The Dutch
Reformed Church financed the whole project and at some stage carried a liability of nearly £150
000 on behalf of Kakamas.However, the state also gave valuable aid, not only by donating land,
but also in the form of loans to the church at a low interest rateThese loans over time grew to a
total sum of more than £40 000, and eventually a considerable portion of it was written off.The
Rev Schröder, by virtue of his experience, was put in charge of digging the canal at Kakamas
and appointed superintendant of the colony.He was fortunate to acquire the services of a young
trader in Upington, Japie Lutz, who later won great fame as a self-taught engineer along the
Orange River.He was the son of a Swiss citizen, who came to South Africa in 1841 and worked
from 1845 to 1875 in Amandelboom (now Williston).Japie Lutz – widely known as “ Oom Japie”
– was born on 20 August 1859 and still lives in Upington.HE WAS SENT to study in Barmen
(Germany), where he later experienced the French-Prussian War.His studies didn’t give him, or
his teachers, much pleasure.Of course, he was taught in German, which to him was a foreign
language.He had to immediately start with Latin, too – even more foreign to him.So, after two
years, he decided to rather attend a trade school to train as a cabinet-maker.He studied there for
five years, but before he completed the course, he was so homesick that he asked his father to
come and fetch him, or he would run away.Back in South Africa he at first dabbled in farming, but
then his brother Heinrich persuaded him to move to Upington to start a shop.In those days
Gordonia was still a small Baster state of doubtful international status, under the guardianship of
a colonial magistrate, Mr JH Scott.Officially the Basters did not allow whites in their country, but
were prepared to make an exception of the Lutz brothers.Many of the Basters had earlier



belonged to their father’s congregation in Amandelboom.In July 1898 a start was made to build
a canal on the river’s southern side.Poor people – some of who had earlier been independent
and well-off farmers – flocked there from all directions.Mr Schröder started with about 30 men,
but the number soon doubled, and later he could no longer accept everyone who wanted to join
them.Coloured labour was not used. The work was done by people who would later receive
erven.They were paid 3s per day for the period that they worked on the canal. It was barely
sufficient to provide in the bare necessities of life, as most workers had large families.The church
immediately started a shop (in a tent) to provide the people with necessities at the most
reasonable prices.However, high transport costs made the merchandise exorbitantly
expensive.Dominee BPJ Marchand, who came up with the idea of an irrigation colony for the
rehabilitation of the poor.Sugar became a luxury article. Coffee was unaffordable and had to be
substituted by something else of similar taste.Oom Japie had a decent instrument for marking
out the canal: small binoculars with a sight on a tripod and a rod on which the heights were
marked.Only the most basic tools were available: pickaxes and shovels; hand drills and
hammers to make holes for dynamite.The whole canal was excavated with pickaxes and
shovels. The workers did not even have a wheelbarrow or scraper.Two men carted off loose soil
on a “borrie”. This consisted of a framework of four pieces of wood, of which two ran through to
either side as handles, covered with ox hide.Some scotch carts were acquired later, which the
men pulled themselves; but no draught animals were available.THE canal was excavated to a
width of 10 feet and depth of 2 feet.In places it was necessary to blast a portal of 10 to 15 feet
deep through layers of rock; through ravines it had to be built up again, with passageways for
stormwater under the bridge.The men were enthusiastic and worked with great diligence and
effort.Everyone was in a hurry to finish the canal so that they could produce food for the mouths
that had to be fed.The work progressed surprisingly quickly. Water was flowing in the canal
within a few months and people next to where it had been completed started gardening and
sowing.A little more than two years after work was started, the canal, as originally planned, was
completed – at less than Oom Japie’s original estimate of £6 000.About 100 colonists received
erven of six morgen each, which were surveyed by Oom Japie. They had to draw lots for the
erven.Further expansion was already planned, but the South African War made it impossible at
that stage.The Republican military forces proclaimed Kakamas; Mr Schröder, who shortly before
had been elected member of the Cape Parliament, became magistrate and was soon sent to a
prisoner of war camp.Many farmers joined and the whole region was in tumult.After the war, Mr
Schröder returned to Kakamas.Hartbees River Mouth was added to the Colony and with that in
mind the south canal was lengthened. Side canals were made as well.Oom Japie delivered the
south canal in 1908. It was then more than 15 miles long.BEFORE the South African War, it had
already become clear that not enough land was available to the south of the river for everyone
who wanted it.This gave rise to the idea to also make a canal on the river’s northern bank.More
land was available – various islands in the river and small pieces of farms that the church over
time bought from riparian proprietors.Farms on the river’s northern side had in the Basters’ time



been measured out by a rider on a yellow horse and distributed.They all fronted with their narrow
sides on the river, as thin as a rail: half an hour wide and two hours long.Taking out the north
canal was started even before the war, but due to the war work (and expansion on the southern
side) was stopped after a little more than a mile of the canal was completed.Basters also worked
on the north canal. When the rebellion broke out, they discarded their shovels and took up arms
on the English side.Later they all testified against Mr Schröder to get him into trouble.After the
war there was a long delay before work on the north canal was resumed.The government sent
two experts in 1906 to mark out the canal. They were assisted by Oom Japie Lutz.In the
following year Oom Japie started with the canal – at this stage Mr Schröder had retired – and
worked on it until 1911, when it was completed.Here the north canal was lifted by 15 feet and a
passage left for rainwater.Compared to the north canal, the old south canal was child’s play.The
north canal is 10 to 12 miles longer and also wider than the southern one.It was excavated in a
very mountainous region and required endless blasting.In places portals of 25 feet deep were
blasted through solid rock.It was even necessary to dig two tunnels. One of them was longer
than 100 yards and the other more than 200 yards.The canal’s first three miles cost £23 000 per
mile.Building the bridge also took very long.At Perde Island water had to be carried with a
siphon consisting of gigantic pipes through a stream of about 500 yards wide.Fortunately people
had all the equipment they needed for building the north canal.WE ARE justifiably proud of
certain things in our pioneer history – one of which is Kakamas’s history.It contains all the
elements of asuccess story: humble beginnings, hard work and perseverance to overcome
problems – and the ultimate victory.IT’S POSSIBLE to mention the names of a few people who
played an important role in the development of Kakamas.It’s impossible to name all the colonists
involved, but one can generally say a few words about their work.They did the exhausting
physical labour; they worked from six in the morning until six at night – with an hour for lunch –
with pick-axe and shovel in conditions where in summer the temperature exceeded 120˚F.The
two canals we see today are their handiwork. They also cultivated the land, mostly with shovels
and without hired help.It was a Herculean task. That part of the world was covered with bushes
and trees, and the floods of 1894 left it full of deep gullies and sandbanks.Without the necessary
tools, without draught animals, without money, they had to struggle to clean and level the land
before they could plant and sow.The toughest time was from when the canal was completed
until the first crops were harvested.Then they no longer earned wages and had to try and make
do with an advance of £12 per family.Farming also presented many problems. In the beginning,
ignorance was a major stumbling block.In the past, the colonists were stock farmers, many of
them trekboers, who did not know how to use a shovel or plough and were completely unfamiliar
with the problems of intensive agriculture.They had to contend with insects and other pests and
suffered blows when the market fell.They also had to contend with the whims of a mighty and
capricious river, which sometimes came to a standstill and let their lands wither, and then again
was in full flood, destroying their handiwork and even threatening lives.But they persisted
throughout all those years.They learned as they went along, demonstrated an admirable



adaptability and almost incredible perseverance, and brought about development and progress
of which their descendants can truly be proud. ■Report, picture and caption by PJ VAN DER
MERWE DIE BURGER, Friday, 16 December 1949 SA’s biggest‘rain’ machineMR DIRK
VISSER, of the farm Heksrivier, on the other side of Citrusdal, is one of the pioneers in the field
of “rain irrigation” in South Africa and the first person to use it in citrus farming.The spray he uses
to let it “rain” over his citrus groves is – as far as is known – the largest inSouth Africa.Above, Mr
Visser (right) is pictured standing onthe machine.More information on this powerful pump,
andpictures of the pump in action, appear in tomorrow’s Die Byvoegsel to Die Burger.A Karakul
lamb is slaughtered when it is 24 hours old.BLACK GOLDof the NorthwestThe replacement of
slaughter sheep with Karakul sheep on farms in the Northwest is one of the main reasons why
housewives these days no longer get the mutton they desire. Whole districts have now almost
exclusively switched to Karakul sheep. This happened in the past 10 years, not only because
farmers get from £2 to £3 – and even up to £9 – for a single Karakul skin, but because this black
sheep offers other advantages in the Northwest’s dry conditions.IN THE CAPE PROVINCE’S
dry north-western parts, where it’s sometimes difficult to rear a season’s lambs, a thriving, new
industry has been established – Karakul farming.Karakul farmers don’t need grazing to rear their
lambs because they’re slaughtered before they can eat.Consequently, a farmer needs fewer
livestock without reducing hisincome and in this way preserves the veld in case of drought.He
also doesn’t have to fret about a lamb dying before it is marketable as a slaughter animal, or that
he won’t get his stock suitable for the market in time.And during droughts he has a much better
chance of saving his ewes, because they don’t have to suckle lambs. This is why his
ewesABOVE: The skin gets its firstwash before it is flayed.BELOW: The skin is pushed offwith
fist and fingers.RIGHT: To further clean it theskin is scraped in one directionwith a blunt knife.can
easily lamb twice a year.Karakul farming gave many farmers a leg up and made some
wealthy.On the other hand, it had an adverse effect on the meat market. Many farmers, who
earlier provided meat for the market, now resort to buying in slaughter animals.There have also
been calls to raise the export tax on skins to counter Karakul farming’s further expansionBut
Karakul farmers point out that they earn many dollars in foreign exchange, now urgently needed
to reduce a trade deficit.THE GERMANS imported the Karakul sheep that are in South Africa.
Karakul farming was already an established industry in South West Africa before World War
1.After the war, the Union government imported a stud – that earlier belonged to the German
government– from South-West and established its own stud farm.South African farmers then
had the opportunity to buy rams, but few made use of this.Among those who did buy rams at the
time, several were disinclined to slaughter lambs.Northern Cape farmers started taking Karakul
farming seriously only after the 1933 drought.Between 1935 and 1937 a considerable number of
farmers bought rams smuggled in from South-West by hawkers.Others undertook daunting
journeys to fetch rams from South-West for themselves.However, Karakul fever soon abated.
Many farmers were unlucky withABOVE: Skins are stretched on sackcloth-covered frames like
this. Note the curly pelt.BELOW: Skinned carcasses are boiled and fed to chickens.the rams



they acquired, and at the time skin prices were quite low, too.This resulted in many farmers
giving up Karakul farming after only a half-hearted attempt. However, a small number
persevered and today they are smiling.WORLD WAR 2 gave Karakul farming in the Union a
tremendous boost.The abundance of money brought into circulation by the war and the
shortage of commodities increasedthe demand for luxuries.Karakul furs were suddenly the
height of fashion and skin prices sky-rocketed.Farmers who before the war got 10s to 15s per
skin, could in 1946 reckon on £2 to £3 a piece for skins of similar quality.It was not uncommon to
get £5 for a good skin and I have even heard of skins fetching £9 a piece.Recent prices have
shown a slightly downward trend, but this was too small to have a significant influence on the
Karakul industry.The high prices for skins encouraged the Northwest and Northern Cape’s
livestock farmers to switch to Karakul sheep.Since 1944, Karakul farming has grown faster every
year.Today there are whole districts where almost everyone farms with black sheep.Switching to
Karakul sheep does not require major capital expenditure.The usual procedure is to buy Karakul
rams for perhaps £25 to £60 a piece and to upgrade one’s ewes.Black-headed Persian and
Afrikander sheep are the best foundation for cross-breeding, but one can also start with Merino
ewes if you have nothing else.Slaughtering can already commence with the first season’s
lambs.The percentage of black lambs with a suitable curl from the first cross varies greatly and a
lot depends on the ram.In some instances 75 percent of the first season’s lambs could be
slaughtered. Other farmers were not so fortunate.But even if a lamb is not suitable to be
slaughtered, a cross Karakul wether still makes an excellent slaughter sheep, and the young
ewes can be raised for further crossbreeding.LAMBS are normally slaughtered when they are
24 hours old. But it sometimes happens that thecurl of a lamb unsuitable for slaughter eventually
improves. Then it is perhaps slaughtered after a week or even later.However, it’s detrimental to
the ewe which by this time has too much milk. If you remove the lamb only then, it severely
affects the ewe.At slaughter the lamb’s throat is not cut because this damages the skin. Instead,
the spine is severed with a knife where the neck joins the head.After that the lamb is hung head
down for 10 to 15 minutes to bleed out. It is then washed with about three “waters”.At this stage
the skin isn’t completely clean yet. The intention is to only remove loose dirt still clinging to the
pelt so that it can’t adhere to the skin’s meat side during flaying.Flaying the skin happens quickly.
Firstly, it’s cut open along the bottom of the stomach in one long incision from the lamb’s chin to
the tip of its tail.Then the ears are cut off close to the head.The skin is cut off around the legs
near the little trotters, and from there incisions are made along the insides of the legs to the long
cut.Now the entire skin is pushed off with the fist or fingers.All that remains on the carcass are
four small rings of about one inch wide above the trotters. The next step is to trim the skins with
sheep shears. Only small corners and protruding bits are cut off to give the skin an even
shape.The shears are also used to trim thin membranes still adhering to the inside of the
skin.For marketing purposes the skin should be completely clean to show the pelt’s lustre to its
best advantage.The flayed skin is washed, sometimes with soap, but many farmers prefer to use
only clean water.Three or four “waters” are needed to get the skin good and clean. One washes



the skin like you would wash a baby’s diaper.Some farmers dip the skin in water, spread it open
on a plank and then scrape it in one direction with a blunt wooden knife.Skins are not wrung out
after washing, but taken from the water and stretched on a sackcloth-covered wooden
frame.This requires some expertise, because the skin must be stretched in such a way that it
retains its shape and its membranous side lies neatly on the sackcloth, without any edges
folding over.To facilitate easier packing, the skin is stretched in such a way that it’s about 17
inches wide.Two guidelines are drawn on the sackcloth to achieve the right width.Larger skins
are stretched lengthwise until they have the required width.The sliminess on the skins’
membranous side causes it to adhere firmly to the sackcloth.Skins on frames are dried in the
shade and no salt is used on them.In dry summer weather the skins dry within two days, but in
winter it takes up to four days or longer.THE skins should be pulled off the sackcloth with care,
because once dry they tear as easily as paper. They are then stored two at a time in moth poison
with the pelt sides facing.A light weight is usually placed on top to prevent the legs or sides from
curling.The black gold is now ready for the market. Some farmers sell to skin hawkers, but most
have the skins auctioned in Londen and New York by the agency of a cooperative or well-known
furrier.In most instances the valuable cargo is transported to overseas markets by air.FARMERS
are not burdened with carcasses after the skins have been flayed because these also have
commercial value.In summer, carcasses are boiled whole and then fed to chickens or pigs. In
winter, when there is a surplus of lambs for use as feed, carcasses are sometimes dried.Only
entrails and heads, still containing the brains, are immediately boiled and fedThe remaining
carcasses are hung up outdoors to dry and later boiled and used as feed.Only a few of the
hardest bones remain after the chickens or pigs have finished with the carcasses, and these are
suitable for the bone-meal factory. ■BELOW: Persian ewes with their Karakul lambs.Report and
pictures by PJ VAN DER MERWE DIE BURGER, Wednesday, 28 December 1949Bushel still
used as wheat measureNAMAQUALANDERS still use an old measureof content – the bushel.
There are four bushels to a bag. To get the correct amount of wheat into a bag, the bushel box is
used to fill it on thethreshing floor.All the equipment required for this process canbe seen in the
accompanying photographs, recently taken in Namaqualand.In the picture above the farmer
picks up wheatfrom the floor with a wooden shovel and pours itinto the bushel box.The bushel
box has a flat, square shape, with handles on either side.The box is over-filled with the shovel
and then levelled with the shovel’s handle. (See picture top right.)Once there are four bushels in
the skin bag, the bag is tied up. (A full, tied-up skin bag is seen in the picture above right.)After
the skin bag has been filled and tied up, the farmer can feel confident that he won’t sell short
anyone who buys a muid of wheat from him. Captions and pictures by PJ VAN DER MERWE DIE
BURGER, 17 December 1949Man-made rainABOVE: ‘Artificial’ rain on Heksrivier, Mr Dirk
Visser’s farm between Citrusdal and Clanwilliam. With this spray device Mr Visser can have an
inch of ‘rain’ fall on 250 orange trees in one hour. The picture shows it ‘raining’ on the orange
grove.TOP RIGHT: Mr Dirk Visser, of Heksrivier, Citrusdal, first ‘rainmaker’ in that part of the
world.Chief water bailiff rests after 30 yearsMR PJ EITNER, who recently retired as chief water



bailiff of the Olifants River Irrigation Scheme, is a very well-known person along “The River”.Mr
Eitner entered the Department of Irrigation’s service in 1909. He came to the Olifants River as
chief water bailiff and works foreman in August 1919.He held the former position until he retired,
but about two years later another works foreman was appointed, as the job became too much for
one man.For 30 years, Mr Eitner was responsible for regulating farmers’ turns to use water and
inspecting irrigation canals.Inspection work is easy nowadays, thanks to good roads and cars,
but in the beginning Mr Eitner had to do his rounds on horseback.Things improved when he later
acquired a small car, but he still had to regularly arrange in advance for horses to tow his vehicle
over the dunes.Mr Eitner recently retired after nearly 40 years’ service and nowowns a hotel in
Vredendal.MR PJ EITNERReport and pictures by PJ VAN DER MERWE DIE BURGER,
Thursday, 15 December 1949 More trials with seedless orangesTESTS on the cultivation of
seedless oranges are being continued in Clanwilliam by Dr P le Fras Nortier (pictured).A grove
of these oranges, known as Clanor oranges, is situated next to the Olifants River.Clanor is a
combination of the words “Clanwilliam Oranje”.)The pictures were taken in the grove.At some
time, Dr Nortier had heard that two deviant seed trees, bearing seedless oranges on certain
branches, grew on Mr Willem van Wyk’s farm, Knolvlei. Mr Van Wyk was fond of explaining the
deviations to people as the result of trees he cultivated from cuttings that had been planted
upside down. Dr Nortier bought the trees when they were 32 years old and transplanted them on
his farm, Tierkloof, next to the Olifants River.He grafted sleeping buds of the branches that bore
seedless oranges on to young lemon trees until he eventually had a grove of 300 grafted
trees.Trees from the first grafting, planted in 1930, started bearing fruit in 1934. More than 80
percent of this grove’s yield were Clanor oranges.However, the trees also produced about 20
percent deviants in the form of seed oranges – though with far less seeds – and real navels.Dr
Nortier did not carry on with the trial in those days, but this year he decided to continue.Actually,
he has already started.With further dormant-bud selection he intends cultivating trees that bear
100 percent Clanors and is confident that he will succeed.Bridge carries only water over
OlifantsTHIS bridge over the Olifants River (pictured) is not meant for pedestrians, vehicles or
trains, but is used to carry Olifants River water over the river.At Bulshoek, water from “The River”
is directed into a canal that runs along the river’s western bank. At Kranz, seven miles above
Klawer, some of the water is taken over the river by a conduit pipe to serve farmers on the
eastern bank.The pipe descends from the canal for about 80 feet into the valley, crosses the
river via the bridge some 20 feet above the water and ascends the opposite embankment for 80
feet to the canal on the eastern bank.The steel pipe that carries the water over the river has a
diameter of five foot six inches, so that a short water bailiff can walk upright through it.A
concealed, fortified concrete pipe carries the water up and down the river banks.‘Rainmaker’
ofCitrusdalShowers fall when and where neededCitrus farmer Mr Dirk Visser, of the
farmHeksrivier near Citrusdal, has completely eliminated gravity irrigation on his farm. He can let
it ‘rain’ on his big orange groves whenever and as much as he wants. Many other farmers in the
Olifants River Valley have followed his example.Mr Dirk Visser, ofHeksrivier, Citrusdal, first



‘rainmaker’ in this part ofthe world.‘ Artificial rain’ onHeksrivier, Mr Dirk Visser’s farm between
Citrusdal and Clanwilliam. With his spray device Mr Visser canlet an inch of ‘rain’ fall on 250
orange trees in one hour. The picture shows it ‘raining’ on the orange grove.IN THE VICINITY of
Clanwilliam lives a farmer who lets it “rain” whenever he wants and as much as he wants. He
doesn’t use a variety of muti-like rainmakers of the nineteenth century, which were the bane of
oubaas Robert Moffat and other missionaries’ lives. The only thing that reminds one of the
underworld’s dark practices is his beautiful farm’s name: Heksrivier, between Citrusdal and
Clanwilliam.Mr Dirk Visser uses the water of the little river after which his farm is named, and not
dry ice and clouds, to make it “rain”. Instead of using furrows to irrigate his vast orange groves he
sprays the water into the air.The old people have for many years been irrigating the farm’s
groves with water from the Hex River.But Mr Visser wasn’t satisfied with this obvious method.It
not only required much time and labour, but also promoted soil erosion.Geavity-irrigation water
is always inclined to carry loose, sandy topsoil from the grove’s top section to its bottom section.
In time trees at the grove’s bottom section become silted up, which causes various root
diseases, while trees in the grove’s top section start dying of thirst.This is a great danger,
especially in orange groves, due to their shallow root system.With gravity irrigation one never
gets an even distribution of water. One section of the grove gets too much and another too
little.The parts that get too much water suffer the most, not because it causes the trees to drown,
but because water that sinks deeper than 18 inches into the soil takes the nutrients out of reach
of the orange trees’ roots.This is especially the case with nitrogen salts and other synthetic plant
fertilisers that are highly soluble in water.This kind of irrigation often takes two-thirds of these
salts out of reach of the orange tree’s root system.Gravity irrigation makes it difficult to ensure
that only the top 18 inches of the soil get wet.Mr Visser is a progressive young farmer who
received his agricultural education in the early 1920s at the StellenboschElsenburg Agricultural
College.He is a keen reader of his subject and other fields. This led toThe ‘rain -making’ decice
of Mr Dirk Visser, of Heksrivier, Citrusdal. The device sprays the water in all directions over a
distance of 80 yards and ensures a completely even distribution of water throughout the
grove.his discovery of “rain” irrigation in American agricultural magazines around 1924.This kind
of irrigation is a phenomenon of the past 30 years. It came into use on a small scale in America
shortly after World War 1.However, it gained ground rapidly and today plays an important role,
especially on fruit farms in various European countries – like Germany and Czechoslovakia –
where it’s also used.Mr Visser started with “rain” irrigation in 1939. In those days a Mr Theron in
Tulbagh had already started watering his decidious fruit and vineyards in this way two years
earlier. But Mr Visser was the first person to use this system on citrus groves.The war prevented
other farmers in his vicinity from following his example.But in the past four years a number of
farmers in the Olifants River Valley started using the new irrigation method.The system with
which Mr Visser started with in 1939 works as follows: He installed an engine and pump at the
river that could produce 20 000 gallons of water per hour under a pressure of 45 pounds per
square inch.From the pump a six-inch asbestos pipe runs throughout the groves. There are taps



at every 300 feet of the main pipe to which light, movable fourinch metal pipes are attached.Two
such pipes, each with two sprays, are attached to a tap on either side of the pipeline.A
connection, consisting of a rubber ring and clamp, make for quick, easy coupling.The four
sprays each produce 5 000 gallons per hour and can water 1 000 trees in six hours. Each spray
has a radius of 100 feet and gives one inch of “rain” in two hours.Mr Visser started with a
redesigned system of “rain” irrigation in 1948. He now leads the water out of the river with 12-
inch cement pipes situated two feet underground.Five such pipelines, each supplying 60 000
gallons of water per hour, run 140 yards apart through his groves.Every 80 yards there is a large
stone-lined suction hole connected to the underground pipe. From there the water is pumped
out after the hole has filled up.Mr Visser’s spray system now consists of a movable unit that he
assembled himself: a diesel engine of 100 horsepower to provide power, a pump that supplies
50 000 gallons of water under high pressure and a spray that distributes the water through one
hole.The spray nozzle has an opening of 42 millimetres across. It sprays the water at an angle of
about 35 degrees and can be set to rotate from side to side in a complete circle or any part of
one.Mr Visser sets the spray to operate in about two thirds of a circle on the spray unit’s
back.When one allows it to operate at a full-circle setting the overlap is too big.Then, of course,
one lets “rain” fall on the spray unit and you wet the soil in front of the fourton unit, breaking up
the soil and causing it to bog down.A tractor pulls the spray unit from one hole to the next.The
pump sprays the water over a distance of 80 yards in all directions and the nozzle is designed in
such a way that it provides equal amounts of “rain” over the whole distance.This ensures an
even distribution of water throughout the orange grove.The spray remains at each hole for an
hour and in this period lets an inch of water fall on 250 trees. For this 50 000 gallons of water is
required.The engine, pump and spray cost about £1 750 in total. Together with three miles of
piping the scheme cost about £3 000, or 5s per orange tree.However, a capital expenditure like
this is definitely economical. Mr Visser found that using “rain” irrigation doubled his orange
production in the first year.The reason for this is obvious. The spray wets the whole grove,
allowing the trees to use the land at optimum level.The second year’s production was just as
good. After that it became slightly smaller, but was still much larger than before Mr Visser started
using “rain” irrigation.The spray requires about one tenth of the labour associated with gravity
irrigation and does the job much more effectively.It also enables substantial water conservation,
although this is of no importance at Heksrivier as the farm has more than enough water.The
“rain” also cleans the trees and fruit and drives away certain kinds of insects.It’s also possible to
spray a mixture of water and fertiliser on the grove, but Mr Visser has not done this yet. Instead,
he scatters fertiliser on the soil and allows it to sink in with the “rainwater”. ■Dr P Le F Nortier, of
Clanwilliam, among his rooibos tea bushes. As can be seen above, the bushes grow up to six
feet high. They have needle-shaped leaves, from which the well-known rooibos tea is made.Dr P
Le F Nortier, of Clanwilliam, started trials on the germination of the hard-husked tea seeds about
20 years ago In the small white outbuilding above.Experiments with rooibos teaAlthough the
rooibos tea bush is actually a mountain plant, Dr P Le F Nortier, of Clanwilliam, experimented



with cultivating it in sandy river soil. As can be seen above, the tea bushes grow luxuriantly along
the river. Report and picture by PJ VAN DER MERWE DIE BURGER, Wednesday, 31 August
1949 Draw well in Spoeg RiverWATER for stock is still drawn in ancestral ways in various places
in Namaqualand.This is especially the case in the Sandveld, where water is often found near the
surface of dry riverbeds.To access the water a small draw well is made in the riverbed; it usually
needs to be lined to prevent it from caving in or flooding.The well pictured above is lined with
corrugatediron sheets.The water is drawn by bucket, with a thong attached.The bucket is
emptied into a conveniently placed small wooden box, from where the water runs through a pipe
to a corrugated-iron trough from which the livestock drink.Caption and picture by PJ VAN DER
MERWE DIE BURGER, Tuesday, 4 October 1949Cloudburst calamity ...Crossing over the
Olifants Mountains via the Piekeniersk loof (now called Grey’s Pass) and descending on the
other side to Citrusdal, a small farm can be seen below on the right-hand side in the kloof. The
farm used to be occupied, but about 20 years ago a cloudburst on the mountain washed nearly
all of its topsoil away. Today it is used only as a livestock station. Some of thesite’s enormous
gullies are clearly visible, even from a distance. Some small stock can be seen in the farmyard to
the right of the little house.Report and picture by PJ VAN DER MERWE DIE BURGER, 10
January 1950 Rich silt scales come from afarUPINGTON. – The old saying, one man’s bread is
another man’s poison, also applies to erosion.Like the Nile, the Orange River carries tons of silt
to the sea.Flood and irrigation water leave part of it behind on river farmers’ lands.Silt restores
the soil’s fertility, but also causes problems with irrigation.When lucerne is irrigated with silt water
soon after being cut, the silt suffocates the plants.These scales (pictured), identified as Free
State and Transvaal soil, ended up in an irrigation ditch next to the Orange River.Many
Namaqualand farmers still use animals to thresh their wheat instead of a threshing machine or
modern combine harvester.Seperating wheat from chaff the old-fashioned wayOLD THINGS
pass. This is good and necessary, because we believe in progress. But involuntarily one also
feels that it’s a great loss. We all have strong bonds with the past, some more than others.The
other day, when calling at Skuinsdraai, I immediately asked OomAndries, whom I didn’t know, to
see if the horse-mill was positioned in such a way that I could photograph it.While we walked to
the small building, I told him that I liked to photograph old-fashioned things, as they were fast
disappearing and soon no one would know what they looked like.“Yes, man,” the oubaas said,
“I’ve put away my jukskeie (yoke skeys), as I feared that one day my children won’t know how
an25 RIGHT: The‘dirty’ wheat is winnowed against the windwith a wooden shovel so that the
fine chaff and husks can be blown away.BELOW RIGHT (on previous page): Clean wheat is
measured with a bushel before it’s poured into bags. The bushel box is piled high and then
levelled with the shovel’s handle.ox pulled. These days no one around here inspans an ox any
longer.”Then I knew that we understood each other.It was not possible to photograph the horse
mill.These days one can take pictures with fast films in quite dark places.But in the little room
there was only space for the mill and it was impossible to get far enough from it to be within
range of even a small part of it.“Yes, it’s a pity,” Oom Andries said, “but I’m threshing just now;



perhaps you can take a few pictures of that.”I waited for that and again experienced something
that is also dying out.The wheat sheaves were already stacked beside the threshing floor, which
had been smeared the previous day.Sybrand climbed up a small ladder on to the stack, impaled
wheat sheaves one after another with the pitchfork and tossed them on to the floor.Oom Andries
and his old helper stood below with sickles to cut loose the rope bindings and spread out the
wheat on the floor. This happens in one movement.The sheaf is hooked by its string with the
sickle, cut loose with one jerk of the hand and the stalks are scattered over the floor. Once the
floor is covered, the horses and mules are brought.A small, low wall surrounds Skuinskraal’s
threshing floor, except for the side from which the wind blows in the afternoon.It is enclosed with
a small wire fence that does not stop the wind.Someone stands in the centre of the floor, whip in
hand. He urges on the animals that trotall around him and thresh the wheat out of the ears with
their hooves. This takes many hours.Once this is done, everything on the downwind half of the
threshing floor is moved to the other side.The chaff is thrown with pitchforks in a long heap in the
middle of the floor.Finer dust particles are raked away and finally the clean part of the floor is
swept to remove each grain of wheat from where the chaff must later lie.Now the wheat is
winnowed against the wind. It relies on the simple principle that chaff is lighter than wheat.When
one throws a pitchfork of chaff and wheat into the wind, it won’t land on the floor in the same
place. The wind will perhaps push back the wheat grains slightly, but carry the chaff further.The
finely threshed stalks are thrown into the wind with pitchforks until the remainder is too fine to
pick up. Then the wooden scoop – a shovel of light wood that doesn’t break up the floor – comes
into its own.It is used to winnow the wheat against the wind so that the fine chaff and husks also
blow away.Once the wheat is almost clean, the winnowing fan comes into play. It is a thin, flat
broom of stiff reeds, or something similar, that looks like a fan.One person throws the dirty wheat
against the wind with a shovel so that it falls in one spot and eventually forms a heap.As the
golden grains land, another person lightly passes a winnowing fan from side to side over the
heap and sweeps all but the wheat away.Once the wheat is clean, the bags are
filled.Namaqualanders still use a bushel to ensure that a bag of wheat is the correct weight.A
bushel is a flat, square little box with handles on either side. It is piled high with wheat with the
shovel and then levelled with the shovel’s handle. There are four shovels to a bushel.Once the
four bushels are in the bag, Namaqualanders feel confident that they won’t sell short anyone
who buys a muid of wheat from them.  Report and picture by PJ VAN DER MERWE DIE
BURGER, Wednesday, 11 January 1950 SA has only seven of these balersONLY seven
machines (see picture), that pick up harvested lucerne, bale it and automatically tie it with wire,
are to be found in South Africa at present.The machine’s novelty is that it automatically binds
lucerne with wire.Others do, in fact, pick up and bale it, but they need the help of human hands
to bind it.The machine pictured has since last year been in the service of Mr Elias Buhr, of
Brandkop, in the Calvinia district. He has 25 morgen between the Hantam and Doorn rivers
under irrigation.Mr Buhr irrigates his lucerne with brackish water, that contains ten times as
much salt normally allowed for irrigation.However, Mr Buhr is not worried about it because his



soil is deep and well drained.The seven pick-up, baling and binding machines were imported by
a well-known Cape Town company.Report and picture by PJ VAN DER MERWE DIE BURGER,
Saturday, 25 March 1950Bone meal as necessary as rain in the KalahariTHE Kalahari is
excellent cattle country, but like other Northern Cape regions there is a shortage of phosphate in
the soil and consequently also in the vegetation.It causes the cattle to scavenge – which gives
rise to botulism – and they forage to supplement the phosphate shortage.In order to satisfy the
constant hunger for bone, and to build up the animals’ constitution, Kalahari farmers are
compelled to feed the cattle bone meal.Consequently bone meal is as necessary as rain in that
part of the world.The picture shows some bags of bones on a framework at a small shop next to
the Kuruman River.The shopkeeper buys bones for 5s per 100 pounds and then sells them to a
bone-meal factory.The bones are sterilised by steam under high pressure and ground fine to
bone meal. This is then mixed with salt and fed to the cattle. Some farmers feed their cattle bone
meal with a spoon.Report and picture by PJ VAN DER MERWE DIE BURGER, 2 May 1950 The
problem of over-irrigationAGRICULTURE along the Orange River relies on irrigation. Farmers
depend on the water of the “Grootrivier”, and not rain.One even hears farmers say – half in
earnest, half jokingly – that they don’t want rain for themselves; it must just rain further up so that
the river will have water.Rain is too much of a nuisance when they are drying lucerne.Therefore,
everything hinges on irrigation. So, one would think that every farmer would know when his lands
need water, but apparently irrigation isn’t all that simple.Experts say farmers along the Orange
River – and also along the Olifants River – are inclined to over-irrigate. This results in some
serious disadvantages, including that the soil becomes brackish over time and lands are often
waterlogged.The experimental farm at Upington is now thoroughly investigating the irrigation
question.It entails experiments to determine the optimum amount of water needed for maximum
growth, the correct irrigation time period and the elimination of irrigation disadvantages.A
complicated system of furrows and pumps (taps), pictured above, aims to create a constant,
alternating stream of water out of an irrigation ditch.Report and picture by PJ VAN DER MERWE
DIE BURGER, 4 February 1950Farmer’s biggest blunderPOSTMASBURG. – Mr JF Bredenkamp
(pictured), of Kameelfontein, near Postmasburg, was the first farmer in his vicinity to put Karakul
rams among his livestock.He bought two rams as early as 1920. This was a good 14 years
before other farmers in the district started with Karakul.However, in those days he didn’t know
how to treat the skins and there wasn’t much of a domestic market for Karakul pelts.So, he
reared his cross-bred Karakul for the meat market, but they were not really to everyone’s
taste.When the two rams died of old age, he did not bother to replace them and allowed his
stock to de-hybridiseMr Bredenkamp only resumed farming with Karakul in 1942 and was very
successful.The past few years’ increasing drought and high prices for pelts eventually caused
him to regret that he did not carry on with Karakul farming in earlier days.He says it was the
worst mistake he ever made as a farmer. Report by PJ VAN DER MERWE DIE BURGER,
Wednesday, 1 February 1950Northwest’s biggest Frisian farmerVERY few Frisian cattle are to
be found in the Northwest, but seven miles from Upington there is a Frisian herd of more than



200.The cows are all registered with the Frisian Breeders Association and only pedigree-book
bulls are used.Owner Mr JA Strauss, of Vredelus, is not only the largest Frisian farmer in
Gordonia, but practically the only one.Gordonia’s dry climate makes it possible to feed the cows
in open sheds, which are much more hygienic than closed ones.An airpipe was installed above
the 92 feet-long feeding troughs that line three sides of the shed.The pipe has small taps spaced
over short distances, to which five milking machines are attached.The machine that drives the
suction pump, also automatically cools and bottles the milk.Mr Strauss is one of Gordonia’s
leading farmers. He not only farms with cattle and Karakul, but also plays an active role in the
business world.He is the director of two companies and has a shop at the Straussburg
settlement. He also serves on the irrigation and school councils.Report and picture by PJ VAN
DER MERWE DIE BURGER, Tuesday, 24 January 1950Karakul lambs’ skins valuable export
cargoKARAKUL skins, with export in mind, are packed in moth poison in large cardboard boxes
(36"x27"x18"), protected by thin hessian.A box like this can contain 350 to 400 skins and is
valued at more than £500, based on last year’s average price.Most skins are shipped in this way,
but sometimes they are also sent by mail to catch an auction.The skins are then (like in the
picture) made up in parcels of 11 lb sewn up in thin linen.It costs about £2 10s to send such a
parcel by airmail to America.An airmail parcel with 20 choice skins can easily be worth £100.
(Also read the accompanying article.)This karakul ewe – old and long in the tooth – is one of four
that Dr JDK Reitz imported together with a ram from Germany in 1937. The sheep, when landed
here, at the time cost £120 a piece.Brainy sheep almost humanClever Karakul in GordoniaRings
of various colours are attached to the Karakul ewes’ ears.UPINGTON. – It would be a mistake to
think that only circus animals can be taught to understand humans. On the farm Toekoms, of Dr
JDK Reitz, near Upington, there is a learned Karakul stud.In order to breed a certain type of pelt,
Karakul ewes are divided into groups and a certain colour is allocated to identify each group.All
the ewes from a certain group get a small ring in the ear, of which the colour corresponds with
the group to which the ewe belongs.During the day the ewes mix when they graze in the veld. At
night they are driven into a large kraal, to which small kraals are attached.To separate the ewes
from one another, the herder merely opens the small kraals’ gates one after the other, calls out
theColour-coded ewes enter correct kraalscolour on the kraal’s gate and the ewes that belong
there come walking out of the flock and enter their kraal.“Green, green, green, green, green,
green, green, green, green,” he calls, and one after another the “green” ewes come walking
along until they are all in their small kraal.After this the herder goes to the next gate, opens it and
calls out the colour on that gate.He continues in this way until each ewe is where she
belongs.The rams also get to know their kraals.As soon as all the ewes are home, each ram
walks to his designated small kraal.On Toekoms the colour groups eventually became so
numerous that they ran out of colours.So, some groups were given colourless names.One group
had pieces of wire put in their ears and the herder calls them: “Wire, wire, wire, wire, wire, wire.”
■RIGHT: Dr JDK Reitz, owner of the farm Toekoms, near Upington, is Gordonia’s first Karakul
stud farmer. He started stud-farming in 1935.Report and picture by PJ VAN DER MERWE DIE



BURGER, Monday, 8 May 1950 Lucerne experiments will take many yearsLUCERNE, of which
the price recently increased by 6d per pound, is one of the Orange River Valley’s most important
products.The region is exceptionally suited to this crop and produces some of the country’s best
lucerne.This is why the Department of Agriculture’s experimental station in Upington devotes so
much attention to researching lucerne cultivation.For the past two years the station has been
conducting selection tests, which are expected to take about 15 years.The object is to cultivate a
better variety of lucerne through cross-breeding.Attention is given to the plant’s lifespan,
albumen quality, abundance of foliage, resistance to salinity and other desirable
qualities.Fertilisation trials and experiments to determine lucerne’s correct harvesting time are
also being carried out.The person bending over in the above picture is Mr Isak Nothling, head of
the experimental station in Upington.Report and picture by PJ VAN DER MERWE DIE BURGER,
Friday, 20 January 1950Ditch digger does work of 150 menTHIS machine, used to make brack
ditches (see picture above), does the work of 150 people. The picture was taken at Spuitdrift, six
miles from Vredendal on the Olifants River.There are serious problems in the region with
irrigation soil becoming brack. According to the Irrigation Law, the Minister can come to an
agreement with farmers to dig a saline ditch across their land.Mr Jan (Rooi Gideon) van Zyl, of
Spruitdrift, is one of the farmers making use of this opportunity. The State pays to have the ditch
excavated as well as half of the maintenance costs.The farmer carries the other half of the
maintenance costs, and gives the State a servitude that empowers it to make the ditch and
maintain it.The machine excavating the ditch (above) belongs to the Department of
Irrigation.LEFT: Mr Jan (Rooi Gideon) van Zyl, of Spuitdrift. Report and picture by PJ VAN DER
MERWE DIE BURGER, Wednesday, 1 February 1950 Dairy farmer’s olives thrive on poor
landFARMERS along the Orange River are increasingly becoming interested in olives.Nearly
every farmer has a small tract of poor wasteland, suitable for olives, to provide additional
income.Mr JA de Wet Strauss, of Vredelus, Straussburg, district Gordonia, was the first farmer to
start with olives in the vicinity of Upington.He planted the first trees in 1943 and already has a
grove of 200. He aims to harvest for the first time this year.Mr Strauss would have planted more
trees if it hadn’t been so difficult to find them.To resolve this problem, he ordered 200 wildolive
trees from Kimberley’s municipality this year and intends grafting small olive branches on to
them.This is not an unknown phenomenon as the wild olive provides a better root-stock.Apart
from his interest in olives, the owner of Vredelus is also Gordonia’s biggest, if not only, Frisian
farmer.Caption and picture by PJ VAN DER MERWE DIE BURGER, 27 March 1950Unruly
peach tree only 15 monthsFarmers along the Orange River – in Kakamas and Upington’s part of
the world – actually have problems to curb the growth of their peach trees. When the trees are
left even slightly unattended, they grow to such heights that harvesting costs eventually become
prohibitive. This tree (pictured) is still only 15 months old.Caption and picture by PJ VAN DER
MERWE DIE BURGER, Wednesday, 22 February 1950
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